Although studies over the last decades have firmly connected a number of genes and molecular pathways to aging, the aging process as a whole still remains poorly understood. To gain novel insights into the mechanisms underlying aging, instead of considering aging genes individually, we studied their characteristics at the systems level in the context of biological networks. We calculated a comprehensive set of network characteristics for human aging-related genes from the GenAge database. By comparing them with other functional groups of genes, we identified a robust group of aging-specific network characteristics. To find the structural basis and the molecular mechanisms underlying this aging-related network specificity, we also analyzed protein domain interactions and gene expression patterns across different tissues. Our study revealed that aging genes not only tend to be network hubs, playing important roles in communication among different functional modules or pathways, but also are more likely to physically interact and be co-expressed with essential genes. The high expression of aging genes across a large number of tissue types also points to a high level of connectivity among aging genes. Unexpectedly, contrary to the depletion of interactions among hub genes in biological networks, we observed close interactions among aging hubs, which renders the aging subnetworks vulnerable to random attacks and thus may contribute to the aging process. Comparison across species reveals the evolution process of the aging subnetwork. As the organisms become more complex, the complexity of its aging mechanisms increases and their aging hub genes are more functionally connected.
Introduction
Aging is a fundamental biological process accompanied by a general decline in tissue function and increased risk for many diseases. Despite the discovery of several aging-related signaling pathways conserved across species, the underlying causes of aging remain one of the profound mysteries in biology. The theories proposed to explain aging include the accumulation of somatic mutations (1), the over-activity or hyper-function of developmental processes (2) , and the accumulation of protein aggregates (3) . The current consensus is that a large number of genes and pathways are involved in controlling the aging process, underlying its complexity. Just moving from a gene-bygene approach to a global perspective of networks can shed new light on the complex aging process (4) .
Over the last decade, many different types of biological networks have been constructed and both the quantity and quality have increased dramatically. Biological networks have been used to study various groups of genes. It was found that essential genes are more likely to be network hubs (i.e. genes with a large number of interacting partners) (5, 6) . Network-based disease studies have found that disease genes tend to have higher degrees (i.e. the number of interacting partners), cluster together, and are positioned at the central network locations (7) . Biological networks have also been used to facilitate both better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of aging and the refinement of its theoretical models. Protein interaction maps show that human aging-related genes tend to be network hubs; most strikingly, it clearly shows a large cluster of developmentassociated genes, indicating the influence on human aging of developmental processes (8) . A study of human homologs of longevity-associated genes from yeast, nematode, and fly in a longevity network showed that human longevity homologs tend to have higher degrees and shorter shortest paths between each other (9) . Another study of the disease-aging network found that human disease genes are much closer to aging genes than expected by chance alone (10) .
A large number of genes related to fundamental biological aging processes have been manually curated for the human species (11) . These 'aging' genes include both genes that are associated with a given age-related pathology and ones that can regulate the aging process as a whole or at least multiple aspects of the aging phenotype. However, systems-level analyses of human aging genes in biological networks are lacking. Responding to this need, we here studied an updated collection of human aging genes (11) in a network context by considering aging genes as a whole, instead of examining each gene individually. To find more robust aging-specific properties we not only compared aging genes with background genes but also with other groups of genes as controls. We explored the network characteristics of aging genes in both protein interaction and gene coexpression networks. We also examined the expression patterns of aging genes across different tissues. In addition to discoveries of novel properties of aging genes in biological networks, this study also provided new clues about the molecular mechanisms of aging. First, we found aging genes are more likely to be network hubs and play important roles in communication among different functional modules or pathways. Second, we found a strong association between aging genes and essential genes (i.e. the genes whose deletion will lead to embryonic lethality), indicating that essential genes may influence the aging process. Third, we found an unexpected enrichment of interactions among aging hub genes, which renders the aging interaction subnetwork more vulnerable to random attacks. Fourth, we found that both aging genes and their network neighbors tend to express in more tissues with higher expression levels, which indicates that the aging subnetwork is more stable across different human tissues.
Results

Aging genes tend to be network hubs and intermediaries for cross-talks
Based on various evidence from human (e.g. progeroid syndromes), model organisms (e.g. delayed or accelerated aging in transgenic mice), and functional analysis (e.g. pathways linked to the aging process), a comprehensive set of genes potentially associated with human aging were manually collected after an extensive review of the literature for each gene (8) . This collection of human aging genes includes both genes related to fundamental human aging processes and genes that could impact overall health and lead to human longevity.
To explore aging-specific network characteristics, we systematically studied network properties of aging genes and compared their characteristics with those of other groups of genes as controls. In the protein-protein interaction (PPI) network, we found aging genes tend to have higher degrees than the background (i.e. all protein-coding genes in the network), essential, transcription factor and housekeeping genes (Table 1) . Our observation of higher degrees of aging genes is consistent with the result of a previous study in yeast, which showed that highly connected proteins in PPI networks are significantly more likely to be associated with aging (13) . In addition, not only aging genes themselves, but also their direct neighbors tend to have higher degrees than background genes (P ¼ 2.773 Â 10
À161
, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Known as hubs, genes with much higher degrees in the network are more important and tend to be of higher biological significance. For example, it was reported that hub genes are more likely to be essential genes (5, 14) . It has also been found that duplicated genes, which are at least partially redundant in their functions, are more likely to encode highly connected proteins, suggesting that hub genes are often protected by redundancy (6) . Research also showed evidence for The median length of shortest path is not sensitive enough to detect the differences between aging genes and random genes, so the result is not shown here.
Alternative hypothesis: aging genes have higher 'degree', 'closeness', 'betweenness', 'clustering coefficient' and 'shorter shortest path' than other group of genes and random genes with similar degree distribution as aging genes.
BG, background genes; ES, essential genes; TF, transcription factor genes; HK, housekeeping genes.
a correlation between the evolutionary ages of proteins and the number of interactions they participate in (15, 16) . The age of a protein reflects its evolutionary history and is usually measured by its conservation according to the propensity of the protein to have orthologs across species (16) . Such known biological stories behind the hubs would help us better understand the mechanisms of aging. Among the proteins encoded by aging genes, GRB2 and TP53 have the highest degrees. GRB2 is an important adaptor in growth signaling (17); TP53 is a major participant in the DNA damage response and has both pro-aging and anti-aging effects (18) . We also found that both the closeness centralities and the betweenness centralities of aging genes are high (Table 1) , indicating their central location in the network and the important role that they play in communication between other gene pairs. However, the special properties of aging genes in those network characteristics seem just due to their higher degrees (Table 1 , degree-preserved resampling tests). Studies reported that a network bottleneck-a node with high betweenness but low degree-might act as an important link between two groups of nodes (19) . As an example, using Subnet (20), we plotted the network neighborhood around ERCC5 (Supplementary Material, Figure S1A ), covering its neighbors up to two connection away. It can be seen that the three neighbors of ERCC5 all have high degrees, while there is no direct interaction between them. And there are many aging genes and DNA damage response in this subnetwork. ERCC5 might play a key role in communication between those aging genes and genome maintenance. Although many network characteristics of genes are closely related to their degrees, several network characteristics of aging genes cannot be fully explained by their higher degrees. They indicate possible special underlying molecular mechanisms of aging. First, aging genes tend to have higher clustering coefficients compared with background, essential, transcription factor and housekeeping genes (Table 1 and Supplementary Material, Figure S1B ). A weighted local fitting model was used for the regression analysis to show the expected clustering coefficient, given certain degrees for different groups of genes (21) . Genes with higher clustering coefficients are more likely to be involved in well-connected modules, which are often functionally related to certain biological processes or pathways. Second, aging genes tend to have shorter shortest paths compared with background, essential, transcription factor and housekeeping genes (Table 1) . Third, aging genes are more likely to interact with each other directly (Supplementary Material, Figure S1C and D). These results show strong interactions between aging genes through the network and indicate that aging genes are more likely to collaborate with one another in biological processes to carry out molecular functions. In fact, 192 aging genes form a connected component with 561 direct interactions among them (Supplementary Material, Figure S1E ). Mapping of well-known aging-related pathways (22) in this aging interaction network can reveal how these pathways interact with one another. To achieve such information, we collected telomere and longevity pathways from BioCarta (23) and several other aging-related pathways from KEGG (24) . Supplementary Material, Figure S1E highlighted aging genes from those aging pathways as well as their interactions. In addition, Figure 1A focuses on three well-known aging pathways, showing more detailed information about how aging-related pathways interact with each other. In the networks, it can be seen that many aging genes play an important role in communication between those pathways. We also found one well-connected aging module (Supplementary Material, Figure S1F ) by using the module identification tool Clusterone (25) . Half of the genes in the module are associated with the insulin signaling pathway (adjusted P ¼ 5.7 Â 10 À6 ), a central pathway in the regulation of lifespan in various organisms (22) . We also analyzed protein co-complexes, which (unlike the binary interactions) give the interactions among proteins that happen at the same time and localization. Aging co-complexes-i.e. co-complexes with at least one aging gene-tend to have larger sizes compared with all co-complexes (P ¼ 3.252 Â 10 À4 , Wilcoxon rank sum test, Supplementary Material, Figure   S2 ). And the preference for larger co-complexes or modules indicates that genes in aging co-complexes take part in more complex cellular processes (15) . Aging genes also tend to participate in more co-complexes compared with all background genes and other groups of genes (Fig. 1B) , which indicates that aging genes are more likely to be 'cross-talk' genes between different pathways or biological processes. This observation is in agreement with results of previous studies. A study of network modules found that genes connecting different modules through protein interactions are more likely to affect aging or longevity (26) . In another study, the analysis of signaling networks showed that the complexity of the aging PPIs is revealed by the cross-talk of aging-related pathways (27) . Using gene set enrichment analysis by DAVID (28), we found that highly cross-talk aging genes are particularly related to the regulation of biosynthetic process, metabolic process, and transcription (Supplementary Material, Table S1A ). In contrast, aging genes that are involved in only one co-complex are more likely to participate in cell differentiation and the regulation of cell death (Supplementary Material, Table S1B ). Moreover, we also found that protein co-complexes enriched with aging genes are mainly related to genome maintenance including DNA replication, DNA repair, DNA metabolic process, DNA recombination and chromatin assembly or disassembly (Supplementary Material, Table S1C ). In addition to protein interaction networks, we also examined the network characteristics of aging genes in gene coexpression networks (Supplementary Materials). Although genes show a few unique network properties in the coexpression networks (e.g. aging genes do not show significantly higher degrees than essential genes in the coexpression network), overall, aging genes show similar network properties in the PPI and coexpression networks (e.g. with higher degrees than background and transcription factor genes, and closer to each other than background, essential and transcription factor genes) (Table 2 and Supplementary Material, Table S2 ). The similar network properties of aging genes in the coexpression network corroborate their similar properties in the PPI network. More interestingly, we found that aging genes not only have more coexpressed partners but also tend to co-express more strongly with their partners, especially with other aging genes (Fig. 1C) . These results indicate that interaction between aging genes and other genes (especially that between aging gene pairs) is required in more tissues and under more conditions than that between non-aging genes.
Aging genes tend to be essential
We examined the association between aging genes and other functional groups of genes, which can provide important clues about the molecular mechanisms of aging. We first evaluated how extensively aging genes share genes with other functional groups by Fisher's exact test. With all protein-coding genes as the background, aging genes showed the strongest association with essential genes and, to a slightly less extent, with transcription factor genes, while the association between aging genes and housekeeping genes is less strong (Table 3) . In fact, if we use the genes in the PPI network [i.e. high-quality interactomes (HINT) (29) ] as the background, no association was found between aging and housekeeping genes (Supplementary Material, Table S3 ). Our finding is consistent with previous studies, which showed that aging or longevity-associated genes are enriched with essential genes or genes required for development, and essential genes were equally enriched for longevityassociated genes (8, (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . In addition to the association analysis, which measures how two gene sets share members, we also studied the interactions between aging genes and other groups of genes in a biological network. We found essential genes are highly enriched in the neighborhood of aging genes (to remove bias, essential aging genes were excluded from the analysis) in the PPI and coexpression networks and in the aging co-complexes, compared with that in the neighborhood of background genes (Fig. 2) . In the PPI network, aging genes have an even higher proportion of essential genes as their neighbors than essential genes themselves (P ¼ 9.318 Â 10 À4 , Wilcoxon rank sum test). In contrast, there is no enrichment of housekeeping genes in the neighborhood of aging genes in the networks or in the aging co-complexes (Supplementary Material, Figures S3A-C). Transcription factor genes are enriched in aging co-complexes (Supplementary Material, Figure S3E ) but only slightly enriched in the neighborhood of aging genes in the PPI network (Supplementary Material, Figure S3D ), and no enrichment was detected in the neighborhood of aging genes in the coexpression network (Supplementary Material, Figure S3F ).
Aging subnetworks are vulnerable to random attacks
The effect of a deleterious mutation may not be limited to the activity of the gene carrying it, but can spread thought the network along the links between genes, and then alter activities of intact neighboring genes (35) . Thus, the network vulnerability can be measured by how easily such deleterious effects can spread through the network. A previous analysis of interactions in both PPI and gene regulatory networks showed that interactions between network hubs are systematically suppressed, whereas those between hubs and non-hubs are favored (36) . The suppression of interactions among hubs decreases the likelihood of crosstalk between different functional modules of the cell and increases the overall robustness of a network by localizing effects of deleterious perturbations. In our study, as expected, we observed the same network interaction profile among background genes (Fig. 3A) . However, the interaction pattern among aging genes is strikingly different-compared with the expectation from random networks, they are enriched with interactions among aging hubs (genes with degree !32, Fig. 3B ). In contrast, the interactions among essential and housekeeping hubs are suppressed (Supplementary Material, Figure S4A ). The network vulnerability is also related to the stability of the network in maintaining its connectivity (37) , which measures how quickly the network is fragmented if we start to remove its nodes. In vivo, such node removal can be caused by loss-of-function mutations in the protein-coding sequences or protein impairment. Both germline and somatic mutations can affect the network stability. However, due to the accumulative effect, somatic mutations are likely to be more relevant in this process. Damage to the network topology can lead to diseases. Our simulation results show that the aging subnetwork will become less fragmented-and thus more robust against removal of genes-after we decreased the number of interactions among aging hubs and instead increased the interactions between aging hubs and genes with low degrees (Supplementary Material, Figure S5 ).
The enrichment of interactions among aging hubs, together with preferences of interactions among aging genes, facilitates the propagation of damaging effects in the aging subnetwork. Our protein co-complex analysis indicates that aging genes tend to be intermediaries for crosstalk (Fig. 1B) , which could also decrease the robustness of the network by increasing the chance of deleterious effects spreading across different functional modules or pathways. Among the 48 aging hubs, 47 of them (except for CACNA1A) form a fully connected subnetwork by direct interactions among them (Fig. 4A) . Well known to be involved in many types of cancer (24) , TP53 interacts with most ($40%) of other aging hubs. Its network topology may explain its involvement in diverse complex diseases. After mapping the hub genes into aging-related pathways, we can see that most of the 48 aging hubs tend to be involved in multiple aging-related pathways (Fig. 4B) , either with direct membership (e.g. AKT1, PIK3R1 and PDPK1) or through their network neighbors (e.g. ERBB2, BRCA1 and ESR1), indicating their important roles in communication between those aging-related pathways ( Figure 4C ). The enrichment of interactions among aging genes, including aging hubs, could be required in aging-related biological process, because aging genes need frequently to collaborate with one another and some aging genes function across many aging-related pathways. The topology of aging subnetworks accommodates such functions. However, the specific topology of aging subnetworks also increases the chances of spread of deleterious effects through the network, which will become more serious as mutations accumulate with age. And the wide spread of deleterious effect through the aging network may lead to the complexity of most age-related diseases. To see whether the enrichment of interactions among human aging hubs is a conserved feature of protein interaction networks, we also analyzed the interaction patterns of aging and/or longevity-associated genes from three model organisms-yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), worm (Caenorhabditis elegans) and fly (Drosophila melanogaster) (GenAge build 17)-in their corresponding high quality PPI networks from HINT (29) . We found that the interactions among aging hubs are highly suppressed in yeast, while the suppression is much weaker in worms (Supplementary Material Figure S4B ). And there is no suppression among aging hubs in flies (Supplementary Material, Figure S4B ). The interaction patterns among human aging genes and aging (and/or longevity) genes from the three model organisms reveal the evolutionary process of the aging subnetwork (Fig. 3C) . As the organisms become more complex, aging genes, including aging hubs, are more functionally connected, and different aging pathways are more intertwined through cross-talks-i.e. the complexity of aging mechanisms increases. The heatmap is based on the Z-scores. For any two groups of genes, Z-score ¼ (n-m)/r, in which n is the number of interactions in the PPI network, m and r the mean and the SD of the numbers of interactions in randomized networks. The heatmap shows that the interactions among hubs (i.e. genes with degree ! 32) are suppressed, while interactions between hubs and low-degree genes are favored. (B) The interaction pattern among human aging genes. When compared with all genes, interactions among aging genes are favored, and the contrast especially striking for aging hubs. (C) Z-scores of hub genes in the PPI networks of different species.
Aging genes are highly expressed across diverse tissue types
As systems-wide properties, the network characteristics are not tissue-specific. To determine the tissue specificity of the functional activity of aging genes, we analyzed their expression profiles across 32 different tissues (38) . When compared with other functional groups of genes, aging genes on average have the second highest expression levels after housekeeping genes (Fig. 5A) , and relatively more of them ($68%) are transcriptionally active in all 32 tissues. Relatively fewer aging genes ($21%) show elevated (i.e. tissue-enriched, tissue-enhanced or groupenriched) expression levels in specific tissues (Fig. 5B) . Our examination of different sets of aging genes with elevated expression in each tissue (Supplementary Material, Figure S6A ) revealed their participation in tissue-specific functions. For example, in brain such aging genes are mostly associated with neurogenesis, and in placenta they are related to enzyme linked receptor protein signaling pathways and bone development (Supplementary Material, Table S4 ). Because the amount of transcripts and their corresponding proteins are tightly correlated (38) (39) (40) , the generally high expression levels of aging genes indicate that the physical interactions-and thus functional collaborations-involving aging proteins could be more stable across different tissues, which may underlie the strong coexpression among aging genes.
We found that the neighbors of aging proteins in the PPI network also tend to have higher expression levels than background genes in each of the 32 tissues (P max < 0.05, Wilcoxon rank sum tests). And the farther the proteins are from aging proteins in the PPI network, the lower expression level their corresponding genes tend to have (Fig. 5C ). This observation indicates that the interactions closer to aging proteins tend to be more stable across different tissues, compared with those farther away. The PPI subnetwork around aging proteins could play a critical role in cellular maintenance and survival, which are necessary for most tissues. Moreover, we also noticed that aging genes with elevated expression in specific tissues tend to have lower degrees in the PPI network (P ¼ 7.766 Â 10
À5
, Wilcoxon rank sum test) compared with the aging genes expressed in all tissues (Supplementary Material, Figure S6B ). Using the age of proteins from 'ProteinHistorian' (41), which assigned a phylogenetic age to each protein of a species, we also found that the former group of aging genes tend to be younger (P ¼ 6.187 Â 10
À7
, Wilcoxon rank sum test) than the latter group (Supplementary Material, Figure S6C ), indicating their different evolution histories.
Longevity-associated human aging genes show unique expression profiles
Using longevity association of genes from LongevityMap (Build 2) (42), a manually curated database that catalogs human longevity-associated genes, loci and variants, we divided human aging genes into two general categories: genes associated with human longevity and genes associated with mechanisms of aging (see Supplementary Materials, for details). Exploring unique properties of each category of aging genes can provide insight into mechanisms of aging and longevity.
In general, very similar network properties were found for the two categories of human aging genes, indicating those aging genes occupy similar network neighborhoods and may even function in a similar manner (Supplementary Material, Table  S5 , see Supplementary Materials for details). However, compared with human aging mechanisms-associated genes, human longevity-associated genes tend to have less co-expressed partners (P ¼ 4.307 Â 10 À3 ) with weaker coexpression correlations were used in this analysis. Here, background genes are all the genes in the PPI network; AG-1 are direct neighbors of aging genes; AG-2, genes two steps away from the aging genes; AG-3, genes three steps away from aging genes; AG-4þ, genes four and more steps away from the aging genes. As their distance to aging genes increases, genes tend to have lower average expression levels across tissues (P < 0.01, Wilcoxon rank sum test). BG, background genes; AG, aging genes; ES, essential genes; TF, transcription factor genes; HK, housekeeping genes.
(Supplementary Material, Figure S7A ). And they are more likely to be tissue-specific (with elevated expression level in one or a few tissues, Supplementary Material, Figure S7B ), in agreement with the much lower overlap between them and housekeeping genes (13.6 versus 31% between aging mechanisms-associated genes and housekeeping genes). Together these results indicate that regulation of gene expression could be an important factor for human longevity. Moreover, human longevity-associated genes tend to have lower expression levels (in 14 tissues) compared with the human aging mechanisms-associated genes (Supplementary Material, Figure S7C ). More studies are needed to determine whether this is an evolutionary outcome towards increased health and longevity. Finally, longevity-associated genes tend to be marginally younger than the aging mechanisms-associated genes (P ¼ 0.06, Wilcoxon rank sum test) according to the estimated phylogenetic age of their encoded proteins from ProteinHistorian (41).
Discussion
Well connected with much higher degrees in the central part of the biological networks, aging genes form a subnetwork that becomes an important backbone of the whole network. Evolutionary restraints on aging genes are a natural consequence of their central importance in biological networks. A previous study has shown that aging genes are under purifying selection and subject to stronger functional constraints than average (43) . On the other hand, highly enriched physical interactions among aging genes lead to their strong coevolution, since it was found that physically interacting proteins tend to be more strongly coevolving than proteins belonging to the same pathway (44) . Indeed, previous studies have shown that aging genes and aging processes are conserved across species deep into evolutionary time (9, 45) . Our study shows that human aging genes are expressed in more tissues with higher expression levels, indicating stable physical interactions among aging genes across different tissues. Moreover, aging genes tend to be strongly co-expressed with their partners, especially with other aging genes. This gene expression pattern indicates that gene-gene interactions across tissues are more frequent for aging genes than non-aging genes. Previous studies revealed increased variation of gene expression in both single cells (46) and at coarse tissue resolution during mammalian aging (47, 48) and decreased correlation of gene expression within genetic modules of old mice (49) . So the strong coexpression between aging genes could indicate a stronger evolutionary constraint on their gene expression. More interestingly, we found that not only aging genes themselves, but also their neighbors in the PPI network tend to have higher average expression levels across the 32 tissues. And the farther the proteins from aging proteins in the PPI network, the lower expression level the corresponding gene tends to have. This indicates that the subnetworks around aging genes are more stable across different tissues. Aging genes with relatively stable expression across all 32 tissues tend to be evolutionarily older than those with tissuespecific expression. Previous studies have shown that broadly expressed genes (i.e. genes expressed in many tissues) tend to evolve with a slower rate than tissue-specific genes (50, 51) . Other studies also showed that older genes tend to evolve slower and be subject to stronger purifying selection than younger genes (52) . And, thus, because the former group of aging genes has longer evolutionary history and evolve slowly, they are more conserved across species. In other words, the aging process is not only conserved across species, it also shows common underlying mechanisms across tissues.
Biological networks have been widely used for disease studies (35) . Because conserved aging pathways show simultaneous influence on multiple age-related diseases (53) , it is important to consider the relationship between aging genes and disease genes to fully understand the mechanisms of agerelated diseases (10) . Our analysis shows that certain network properties of aging genes are informative about the relationship between aging and age-related complex diseases. Although biological networks are robust to random attacks due to their scale-free topology, they are vulnerable to attacks targeting hubs, e.g. most aging genes. And studies have already shown that disease genes are more likely to be hubs (15, 54) . Moreover, we found that the aging subnetwork is vulnerable to random attacks on its proteins, which can be caused by erratic genomic mutations or protein impairment. Two network aspects of aging genes underlie this vulnerability. First, unlike in most biological networks, hubs in the aging subnetwork are also highly connected to one another. This unusual topology of the aging subnetwork reduces its power to localize the deleterious effect on genes near the hubs. Second, aging genes tend to function as the intermediaries for cross talks between different functional modules, regulating different biological processes and functions through the network. The effect of genetic perturbation is not restricted to genes carrying mutations, but can spread through the network and impact the activity of genes with no defects (35) . Close functional connection among aging genes in biological processes, suggested by their stronger physical interaction and higher coexpression, makes it easy for damaging effects of deleterious perturbations to propagate throughout the network. Deleterious perturbations to the aging subnetwork are not limited to mutations directly affecting genes. They also include unrepaired or misrepaired DNA damage (e.g. breaks and adducts) and protein impairment (e.g. oxidative damage and aggregates). Inflammation and environmental processes that affect certain genes or their products can also provide deleterious perturbations to the network.
Our simulation results suggest that the enrichment of interactions among aging hubs also makes the human aging subnetwork more prone to fragmentation due to removal of genes from the network through loss-of-function mutations. Although several aging pathways show conservation among species, aging subnetwork show a different interaction profile, indicating different evolution processes from low-level organisms to humans. The enrichment of interactions among human aging hubs reflects the higher complexity of aging mechanisms in humans than those in lower-level organisms. Because the human aging subnetwork is vulnerable to random attacks, there must be mechanisms to protect it from such attacks. Several studies have found that highly expressed genes and hub genes tend to be more conserved with slower evolution rate (55) . The higher expression levels of aging genes and their neighbors in the PPI network indicate low mutation rates in aging genes and their neighbors, which decrease the chances of damaging perturbations to aging-aging subnetwork. However, as age increases, somatic mutations will accumulate and their damaging effects will spread out easily in the aging subnetwork, which will often lead to age-related diseases. But further studies are required to find out how the topology of the aging subnetwork influences the effects of beneficial mutations (e.g. longevityassociated germ line mutations). We hypothesize that the lower incidence of age-related diseases in centenarians (56-58) most likely indicates a lower rate of damaging somatic mutations in aging genes or their network neighbors.
The origin of aging has been an enduring mystery in biology. Several different theories have been proposed to explain the fundamental molecular mechanism underlying this complex biological process. Network-based analysis of aging genes on the systems level could shed new light on this topic. We found that aging genes tend to be essential and interact with other essential genes through the PPI and coexpression networks. The strong association between aging genes and essential genes testifies to the involvement of essential genes in the aging process. Several previous studies also made similar observations. For example, although some essential genes are absolutely required throughout the whole life span, it was found that turning off many others in adulthood can lead to a longevity state (31) . Moreover, several other studies also found the continued activity of essential genes in adulthood might contribute to the aging process (59, 60) . A network-based study revealed three large functional clusters among human aging genes, including a cluster of growth and development genes (8) . Such observations suggest that aging is caused by hyper-function of developmental processes controlled by essential and developmental genes during adulthood (2, 61, 62) . Although there are still debates between the hyperactivity theory and the molecular damage accumulation theory of aging, the strong association between aging and essential genes does indicate that essential genes are part of the aging process.
Regulation of gene expression has been found to be associated with longevity (63, 64) . More varied expression levels of human longevity-associated genes under different conditions could indicate more complex and elaborate regulatory mechanisms of their expression. The cost will be lower for cells to adjust the expression of human longevity-associated genes for higher fitness, due to the low expression correlation between them and other genes. Moreover, because of the strong influence of gene expression on the evolutionary rate of genes (55) , lower expression of human longevity-associated genes may indicate their relatively higher evolutionary rates compared with those of the aging mechanisms-associated genes.
Publication bias could be present in biological networks containing data sourced from literature. To tackle this problem, we used several different approaches to minimize the potential bias and also carried out validation of our observations (see Supplementary Materials, for details). In summary, the safeguard measures that we took include the following: (i) We chose a reliable protein interaction network that have been vigorously tested for our analysis and verified the special network properties of aging genes in a network of interactions only obtained from high-throughput assays (Supplementary Material, Table  S6 ); (ii) We used both background genes and other functional groups of genes as the reference gene sets in our study of aging genes in networks; (iii) We observed similar network properties of aging genes in different types of biological networks, a mutually corroborating result; (iv) We incorporated protein structure information in our network analysis of aging genes, because protein interactions are determined by their structures. Our analysis shows that the structure properties of aging genes supports their network characteristics (Supplementary Material, Figure S8 ), which can be regarded as a disproval of any serious publication bias in the protein interaction network. Although there may be potential sources of bias in the networks, network-based analysis is considered as a promising way to study complex traits, like aging. This study is motivated by this trend and makes full use of the achievement of aging study and improvement of biological networks. With the rapid development of high-throughput techniques, network-based analysis will play more and more important roles to explore the mechanisms of aging and other complex traits in the near future.
Materials and Methods
Aging genes and other functional groups of genes
In this study, we analyzed four human gene sets, focusing on aging genes (Supplementary Material, Table S7A ). (i) 298 aging genes from GenAge (build 17) (11). (ii) 1485 essential genes. We used the human orthologs of mouse essential genes in our study. We first determined mouse essential genes by using Mouse Genome Informatics to find mouse genes whose deletions result in prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal lethality. We then identified their human orthologs. A recent study of mouse essential genes found that their human orthologs are under strong purifying selection and perform expected essential functions in human (65) . (iii) 3803 housekeeping genes (66) . (iv) 1278 transcription factor genes from the Panther database (67) . In addition, we also used 19181 human protein-coding genes from the GENCODE annotation (version 18) as the background in our statistical analysis. In addition to human aging genes, we also collected aging and/or longevity-associated genes in model organisms from GenAge (GenAge, build 17) (11) for comparisons among species (Supplementary Material, Table S7B ).
PPIs and protein co-complexes
The PPI network from HINT (29) was used as the background network in our study. It was compiled from different data sources and then filtered both systematically and manually to remove erroneous and low-quality interactions. Only the largest component of the network was considered for the network characteristics analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S8 ). We used protein co-complexes from CHPC2012, which integrated three different databases (68) . Supplementary Table S9 summarizes the number of genes from each functional group that involve in co-complexes.
Protein domain analysis
Using high-quality protein domains from Pfam-A (version 27.0) (69) (Supplementary Material, Table S10), we analyzed the number of domain types that each protein has, as physical interactions among proteins depend on the types of domains that they have. We used the domain-domain interaction data from iPfam 1.0 (70) to check whether the domains included in aging proteins tend to have more interacting partners compared with the domains included in all background proteins. Given a particular protein, each type of its domains will be considered only once, even if some domain types occur several times in this protein. However, because certain domain types may be enriched in aging proteins (i.e. occur in multiple aging proteins), we retained the redundancy of domains from different proteins.
Gene coexpression analysis
To analyze how human genes are expressed together, we used the gene coexpression data set Hsa2.c2-0 from COXPRESdb (71) . It was based on 12,640 gene chips across different tissues and conditions. So the network shows a general coexpression relationship among genes, which is not tissue or condition specific. COXPRESdb uses a rank-based method to measure correlation of gene expression (72) . In our study, we first set a threshold for the mutual rank and only chose the co-expressed gene pairs with the mutual rank equal to or less than this threshold. After constructing the gene coexpression network, we extracted the subnetworks consisting of protein coding genes. And only the largest component of the subnetwork was used in our analysis (Supplementary Material, Table S11A ). Based on the suggestion given by the authors of COXPRESdb (personal communication), we used both 100, a normal threshold, and 30, a stringent one, for the mutual rank to construct the coexpression network. Here, we only show the results using 100 as the network threshold, since different thresholds would not change our conclusions.
Tissue-specific gene expression analysis
We studied the tissue specificity of gene expression among the four sets of genes that we analyzed, using a gene expression data set generated with tissue samples of 122 human individuals representing 32 different tissues (38) . Genes were divided into the following six groups according to their expression patterns across tissues (38) Based on the annotation of these categories, we systematically compared the differences among different gene sets.
Degree-preserved resampling test
The significance of the observed values of a network characteristic for a group of genes can be assessed by comparing their central tendency-i.e. mean or median-with the permutationgenerated null distribution. We used degree-preserved resampling to evaluate the dependency of a network characteristic of a group of genes on their degree distribution. To generate the degree-preserved null distribution, we first randomly select from the network a group of genes, which are of the same number and have a similar degree distribution as the analyzed genes. We then calculate the central tendency of the characteristic for the random genes. Many iterations of this resampling procedure generate the degree-preserved null distribution of the characteristic for resampled genes.
Randomization of the background network
We randomize the background network by randomly rewiring interactions among genes in it (36) . Each time, we arbitrarily select two interactions (e.g. A $ B and C $ D and then swap the two interactions and generate two new interactions (A $ D and B $ C) if the two new interactions do not exist in the original network and they are not auto-interactions. In this study, to generate such random networks we rewired the original network as many times as the number of interactions in it.
Robustness analysis of the aging subnetwork
To evaluate the robustness of the networks, we measured the number of disjoint components and also the size of the components after randomly removing a certain number of genes from the networks (73) . A smaller number of components and a bigger component size indicate the network is more robust against removal of genes from the network. Using this approach, we evaluated the robustness of the aging subnetwork, which is enriched with interactions among hubs, against removal of genes from the network. In comparison, we also evaluated the robustness of simulated networks that contain the same number of nodes and edges and have much less interactions among hubs but instead more interactions between hubs and non-hubs-i.e. like the 'background' biological network as we expect (36) . To generate such networks, we first randomly selected an interaction between aging hubs (e.g. A$B) and another interaction between non-hubs (e.g. C$D). The lower the degrees of a pair of interacting non-hubs the higher chance to select the interaction between them. We then swapped the two interactions to generate two new interactions (A$D and B$C) if the two new interactions do not exist in the original network and they are not auto-interactions. By repeating this procedure a large number of times, we obtained a random network that resembles the network background. When compared with the original network, it has fewer interactions among hubs and more interactions between hubs and non-hubs.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
